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VOLUME 10, NUMBER 1, ISSUE #34, January 2011 
The GOATZETTE is published quarterly. We are starting our Ninth Year (so why’s it say Volume 10?) 
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GET YOUR SUPER  RAFFLE TICKETS NOW WHILE YOU CAN! 
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THE BOCK FLOWS HERE! 
 

Greetings Merry Bocksters! I hope everyone had a great holiday season! I know I 
had more than my fair share of food and beers! I really enjoy the variety of winter 
beers that are available. I start to pick up the winter beers as soon as they start to 
appear right around Thanksgiving. Unfortunately there aren’t many holiday Bock 
beers, but I did manage to find a Maher’s Christmas Bock from Germany that I 
brought to one of the Blue/Gray Merry Bocksters Bock Beer Tastings. (More on 
that later!) I also found a Rock Art Brewery Bock Lager 2009 from Vermont. 
Here’s a lot more of what I sampled lately: 
 
River Horse Belgian Freeze (NJ)  Full Sail Wassail (Or) 
Harpoon Winter Warmer (Ma)   Full Sail Wreck the Halls Hoppy Holiday ale 
Lakefront Holiday Spice lager beer (Wi) Lake Placid Winter Lager (NY) 
Long Trail Hibernator (Vt)   Anchor Christmas Ale 36th (Ca) 
Southern Tier Old Man Winter Ale (NY)  Flying Dog K-9 Cruiser Winter Ale (Co) 
Point St. Benedict’s Winter Ale (Wi)  Michelob Winter’s Bourbon Cask Ale (Mo) 
Brooklyn Brewery Winter Ale (NY)  Blue Point Winter Ale (NY) 
Breckenridge Christmas Ale (Co)  Rogue Santa’s Private Reserve (Or) 
Great Divide Hibernation Ale (Co)   Tommyknocker Cocoa Porter Winter Warmer (Co) 
Flying Fish Grand Cru Winter Reserve (NJ)  Avery Old Jubilation Ale (Co) 
21st Amendment Fireside Chat (Ca)      Fegley’s Brewworks Rude Elfs Reserve (Pa) 
    Spiced Winter Ale    Samuel Adams Winter Ale (Ma) 
Jolly Pumpkin Noel de Calabaza (Mi) Ommegang Special Winter Ale (NY) 
St. Bernardus Christmas Ale (Belgium) Kermutske Christmas Nightcap (Belgium) 
Mikkeller Santa’s Little Helper (Belgium) N’ice Chouffe (Belgium) 
 
Not a bad list huh! And no, I didn’t consume them all in one night. Although that 
would have been some feat! Once again, when its Bock Season in a couple of 
weeks, I’d like to attempt to catalogue all that’s out there and especially the 
Bocks you’ve consumed. We’ll do it a little different this year. Instead of logging 
into the Bocksters web site and list the Bocks on a forum, send me an e-mail and 
I‘ll keep a master list on the web site. We’ll send out an e-mail blast w/more on 
the Bock Beer catalogue later on.  
 
I think we’ll start with all the Bocks we sample at the Blue/Gray in February! This  
is a good time to mention about the highly successful Bock Beer Tasting held the 
past few years at Blue/Gray. We will hold the tasting on THURSDAY NIGHT @ 9PM 
ON THE UPPER DECK PLATFORM TO THE RIGHT OF THE HOSPITALITY ROOM (as 
you face the room; or outside of our esteemed Editor Jim Romine’s room, which 
ever is easier for you to remember!). Bring the best of Bock from your area! We 
will have a few antique Bocks for tasting also. And who knows what the brewers 
will bring! Obviously a don’t miss event! Come ready to enjoy a bunch of Bocks 
with fellow chapter members and some wanna be’s! As always, Blue/Gray is a 
great time and not to be missed, so if you are attending, arrive safe! 
 
Last but not least, I know we had 4 satisfied lucky members of our chapter who 
came away with some nice prizes from our Merry Bocksters Holiday Raffle.  
Don Wild –Utica Club Bock Can   Joe Podsiadlik – Tudor Bock Can    
Andy Galamba – Duquesne Bock Tap knob  Bob Porter – F&S Bock Tap Knob 
Congrats to the winners and better luck next time for those who came away 
empty. But not a bad opportunity to win some nice Bock stuff for just being a 
member of the BCCA’s Best At Large Chapter!  



 
Just one more reminder to get your raffle tickets for the 3rd Annual Bocksters 
Mega Raffle! Once again we have a very nice selection of Bock cans. Thanks to 
Dale Rogalski for working with us to provide us with some killer cans! Remember 
your continued support keeps our chapter strong. Besides, we sell out at 
Blue/Gray so get your tickets early! 
 

Until the next Bock Beer is consumed, stay safe, healthy and enjoy 
collecting……..Especially Bock Stuff! 

 
Cheers! 

JOE #24997 
 
 
Jeff Murbach anxiously awaiting the Bockster Meeting to begin at 

CANvention!! 

 

 



 

An interesting thing happened the other day. I was cleaning some cans and 
discovered a bock lid on a can I always thought was a regular lager (Hillmans 82-
17). Fairly common, and just sitting on my shelf all this time. Always nice to add 
another Bock can to the list! Who knows what else 2011 will bring in the world of 
Bock breweriana?  

One thing is for sure, it’s that time again to start off the year right with a toast to 
the future, a future of great breweriana Bock collecting and trade shows with 
friends and plenty of Bock beer. First off, it’s time to pack your bags, grab a few 
totes of cans and bring your favorite drip-bucket and head for the famous Blue 
Gray show next month in Fredericksburg, VA. This year the raffle and the 
Thursday night Bock tasting party will be better than ever. For all those brave 
souls attending, please remember to bring a few of your favorite local Bock beers 
for the raucous “tasting & review” event. This event is standing room only with a 
few fall outs along the way! Always great to sample the sweet malt from Bock 
breweries around the country, and who knows what interesting vintage Bocks will 
show up. We had Bock from the 1950’s last year and it tasted like weak maple 
syrup. Weird. 

I must admit, after an evening with all that sweet Bock, walking into the 
hospitality room the next day I’m in the mood for a triple IPA! Yes, what a great 
hobby. This year’s raffle is going better than ever and there are always a few 
more tickets to be sold, so stop by the Bocksters table and snatch up a few extra 
at the last minute. Who knows when the winning tickets will be sold? The top 
prize this year is the Trommer’s big goat O/I, and is truly one sweet can! The other 
two are the seldom seen Valley Brew Bock, and a rare brown Meister Brau 
Chicago Bock. With these great prizes, upcoming shows, bock breweriana, and 
cold Bock beer, what a great time to be in the Merry Bocksters Chapter! 

VEEP Mike Pope, MB#107 



  

      WHEN THE 
RINGMASTER’S AWAY, THE 
ACTS WILL PLAY! Here’s my 
grandparents Nellie and Cliff in their 
youth, knocking back a cold Pabst 
between acts. It was great for Cliff, as 
he was a troupe clown, and the beer 
made him limber enough to get in and 
out of the clown car. But for Grandma 
Nell, not so much. She was in the high 
wire act, and after falling in the net for 
several shows in a row, they were 
found out and had to give up the circus 
life. Good for me, as I might not be 
here if they had stayed with the show. 

BLUE/GRAY IS RIGHT 
AROUND THE CORNER! So chill 
down your Bock Beer, and we’ll see 
you there! The Tasting is Thursday 
night at 9. Can’t wait! 

THE SUPER RAFFLE NEWS 
CENTER UPDATE: We have had a 
steady stream of orders, but as of 
today, Jan 17, our Paypal account is no 

longer usable for Raffle Ticket purchases. It seems that Paypal thinks we are crooks, 
scamming the public with a fake raffle, enticing the youth of America to gamble their life 
savings away on some beer cans, and so they have frozen our account, and even 
withdrawn money from our bank account! So, in my capacity as Treasurer, I will be 
emptying the bank account, and moving our funds to another account outside the reach of 
Paypal immediately. My attempts to reason with Paypal have met with the same response 
as talking to a goldfish, so here’s hoping that the funds they have tied up can be freed at 
some future time. Please remember this episode, and don’t let the same thing happen to 
you! If you have a Paypal account, you may want to limit the cash balance in a bank 
account tied to the account. Words to the wise. 

SO, WE’RE STILL SELLING RAFFLE TICKETS and we still have plenty to go 
around, AND WE STILL WANT TO SELL YOU ALL THE TICKETS YOU WANT! 
But, if you aren’t going to be at the Blue/Gray show, and want to get some of them, you 
have to do it by regular mail. Sorry, but that’s our only option at this point. So send your 
orders, at $10 per ticket (no more Paypal fees!), with a check made out to Merry 
Bocksters, to Jim Romine, 1316 Gormly Circle, Sanford NC 27330. I’ll be headed up 
to the show on Wed morning the 16th, so get your orders in early enough that I don’t miss 
them! I realise this is a big hassle for everyone, but it can’t be avoided right now, so we’ll 
just have to make the best of it. If you can throw a stamp in the envelope to help cover 
postage, much abliged. SEE YOU AT BLUE/GRAY!  

 

30 Days Until the Poisoning Begins! Are there hangover vaccines 
for Blue/Gray? 



 

 

You don’t want to be left out! We’re drawing the WINNERS at the Blue/Gray 
Show in mid- February, so GET YOUR TICKETS NOW! GO TO 

www.merrybocksters.com to get your tickets today! 

These incredible Raffle Cans are Courtesy of the Rogalski Brothers, fellow 
Bocksters Dale and Roy Rogalski. Thanks to their generosity, we once again are 

offering $10 Raffle Tickets for the chance to win one of THREE amazing Bock Cans! 

ONLY 700 TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE! 

 

DON’T WAIT! GET YOURS NOW! 
 

Time’s Almost up! 

1st Prize: 

TROMMER’S 
INSTRUCTIONAL BOCK! 

2nd Prize: 

FIRST MEISTER BRAU 
BOCK! 

3rd Prize: 

VALLEY BREW BOCK! 

3 
WINNERS! 

3 CHANCES TO WIN 
WITH EACH TICKET! 

http://www.merrybocksters.com/�


 

 

 

IN KEEPING WITH OUR THEME this Issue, we start with a definitive listing of all the known 
Shiner Bock beer cans. This endeavor would not have been possible without the assistance 
provided by the Connoisseur of Currents, the Potentate of Pulltabs, Mark Swartz. In addition to 
being the spouse of Bockster Suzie Swartz, Mark is also the New US Cans columnist for the 
BCCA national magazine. So, much thanks goes to Mark for his research and photos. 

SHINER STARTED CANNING BOCK Beer in 1984, and has been refreshing it’s can design 
every one to five years since. This has created 11 can designs so far. We present them in 
chronological order: 

         1984                                  1989                   1990-Govt Warning                      1991 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    1993                                        1997                          2003-Crown Logo 

                                                                                                         Under barcode       

Shiner BOCK – Something 
For Every Collector 



Signs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   2004 – Dark Goat        2004 – Light Goat                    2005                                  2009 

   Crown logo beside barcode on both cans  

NOW FAIR’S FAIR. Mark and I aren’t completely in agreement about the 2004 cans. As you can 
see, there’s a huge difference in the goats, in both the darkness/lightness of the image and in 
the amount of detail in the image. I believe it’s enough to call them two different cans, but Mark 
and I are bringing our respective cans to the Blue/Gray show to compare them in person and 
come to agreement. 

 

LORD KNOWS there are enough different Shiner Bock signs that every bar in your home town 
could have ten on display, and nobody is duplicating anything! So, we present you a 
compendium of Shiner metal signs, but by no means do we present them all. 

 



Glasses  THERE ARE ALSO A PLATOON of different 
Pint Glasses to collect. I’d love to know how 

many different ones there actually are…….. 

 

………….but we may never know! Here’s five of __________? 

 



Clothing 

HERE AGAIN, we may never get a definitive listing of all Tap                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Knobs that have displayed the Shiner Bock brand. Here’s a 
smattering of those available. 

 

        FOR THE WELL DRESSED BOCKSTER, Shiner has your                                                                                                                                               
whole wardrobe ready……………. 

 

 

 

Well, that’s all for now. If you want to specialize in something 
Bock, you could fill your house with items from that “Little 
Brewery in Texas”. If one of you Bocksters is a Shiner specialist, 
let us know! We’d be delighted to feature your collection. 

Tap Knobs 



 
By Dave Hoelke 
 
I started collecting cans along with everyone else in 1972, and put together about 1500 
mostly tab top cans.  After being stored for 15 years, I picked collecting back up in the 
early ‘90’s.  I saved just one can from the old collection and started fresh.  Since I had 
another half of my marriage to appease, my compromise was collecting just 250 cans.  
When I got a new can, it meant taking one off the shelf and disposing of it.  I soon 
learned that I enjoyed many more than 250 cans, and taking one off was a painful 
process.  So the cans I acquired had to be worth abandoning one of my beloved little 
children. 
 
In seeking my 250 favorite cans, my tastes turned to graphic cans that were rare.  They 
had to be rare to make the hunt worthwhile, and they had to be graphic to make the 
display interesting.  Of those 250, about 30 turned out to be bock cans.  I have affection 
for them because of their creatively goated appearance, as well as their inherent rarity due 
to the seasonal production. 
 
And I have a tender spot for goats too.  A friend of mine had a pet goat out in the Seattle 
area.  She had trained Paco to do tricks. And it rode in the car with her.  The memories 
still crack me up.  Unfortunately, a pet goat wasn’t in the cards at my home, so I’ve also 
enjoyed collecting pictures of them to replace the memory of Paco. 
 
While not the rarest of the group, I have to say my favorites are the Kuebler Bock and the 
Esslinger Bock for their creative design.  A goat secretly sipping some guy’s beer?  
C’mon, who thinks of this stuff? And the waiter riding a flying goat?  Was the magic 
carpet out for repair?  I like the way they had fun with the design--- something we don’t 
see enough of anymore. 
 
There are only 17 cans on my wishlist, but 4 of them happen to be bock cans. 
Unfortunately, I’m not likely to ever see them. That’s the problem with my chosen 
collecting style.  They include the twin-goated Rheingold Double Pale Bock, Gibbons 
Bock, Ortlieb Bock Ale and of course the Waldorf Bock.  A guy’s got to dream, doesn’t 
he? 
 
EDITOR’S NOTE: Dave is way too modest about his collection. While it may not be the 
largest accumulation of goats in the Chapter, Quality counts! Dave has a one of a kind 
can in the Schlitz Bock test can, several “best condition example” cans like the Gunther’s 
and the Old Dutch, and some of the most striking Bock cans ever made (I’m thinking 
Neuweiler’s, Kuebler, and Schoenling here). Thanks for sharing, Dave! 



 



 
Some more items from recent ebay auctions for your enjoyment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e bock  from Joe Pac  

SHINER 
BOCK 

BEER TAP 
HANDLE 
Condition 
good with 

some 
minor 

wear 12" 
long. Won 

for $28 
 

 
 

 

 

 

NEW SHINER BOCK NEON SIGN  
GHN Everbrite neon sign made in the 

U.S.A. for the Spoetzl Brewing Company. 
Very brite 2 color neon sign, brand new, 

very clean, works perfect. It is 28 1/2"  
wide x  14 1/2" high. Sold for $300  

 

 

 
Shiner Bock 
3-D Bottle 
Cap Sign 

Approx. 22 1/4 
dia. and the 

inside diamete
r is 20 1/2 for 

the 3-D effect. 
It is 2 in. deep. 

Made of 
metal. 

It took $40 
 

 

Griesedieck
Bros Crown 
Decent shape 
Won at  $41 



 

See ya next time Joe Pac # 50 

I N S T A N T   C O L L E C T I O N 
 

15 tough Bock cans for $512 
Cans overall display nice.  Each one has small issues 

Tudor Bock (Metropolis) - slight fade, couple spots ,scratches,&  light 
rust. //Frankemuth Bock - displays very nice.  Some light rust in spots//  
Utica Club Bock - Pretty heavy humidity to light rust in gold all the way 
around can//  Acme Bock (Los Angeles) - No top.  A little yelowing in 
white.  Indoor//  Pabst Bock (white, red, blue,Newark  - Couple humidity 
spots scattered throughout can 

 

//  Gold Pabst Bock -  Milw. Couple humidity spots throughout can//  
Gettelman Bock - Can is very, very clean w/ Bock lid//  GB Bock -   New 
top, some scratches and humidity.  Line around can where top was 
taken off//National Bohemian Bock - Pull tab.  Scratches and 
humidity//  Silver National Bohemian Bock - No top.  Slight gear marks.  
Little nicks and humidity around whole can//  Meister Brau Bocks - Both 
fairly nice, with small humidity//  Ballantine Bock - Bottom opened.  Fairly 
nice, with some humidity in gold//  Goebel Bock (brown) - Oakland CA.  
Very solid can.  Some light bubble rust throughout can.  Colors are very 
nice.  Displays nice//  White Goebel Bock - Detroit MI.  Displays great.  
Some bubble rust throughout can.  Small hole developing near seam.  
 



 
by Steve Armstrong 

 
Welcome to another bock coaster article.  It’s been a long time since the last one (October 2008)!  I 
recently acquired about a half dozen new bock coasters for my collection so I now have material 
for one or two more Coasting with Goats columns.  As you might know, the Spoetzl Brewery 
produces Shiner Bock and has also promoted it with numerous labels and coasters over the years.  
This column continues the focus on Shiner Bock coasters.  I’ve written about Shiner Bock coasters 
several times previously and those articles can be found in the following Goatzette issues:  
October 2005, January 2006, January 2007, April 2007, and April 2008. 
 
This group continues with bock coasters courtesy of that “Little Brewery” in Shiner, Texas and they 
can be found in the Beer Coaster Mania web site.  Check it out at the following address:   
http://beercoastermania.com.  Once there, follow the “guides” link and you’ll find these bock 
coasters under the “Texas coaster guide” link within the individual state coaster guide table.  
Currently there are about 12 pages of Shiner coasters under the Spoetzl Brewery link.   
 
I’ve mentioned the brief history of the Spoetzl Brewery in previous issues so I won’t repeat that 
here.  This brewery has produced numerous Shiner Bock coasters.  Some look the same but have 
variations on the back side or may just be printed on one side vs. both sides.  The Shiner Bock 
coasters for this issue are all postcard type/size coasters.  All three have printing on both sides as 
shown below.  The size of these coasters is about 5 ½” x 4”. 
 
The first coaster is identified in the Beer Coaster Mania web guide as TX-SPO-42.  This coaster 
was issued to promote the Shiner Musicfest in Steamboat, Colorado in January, 2005.  The only 
portion of this design that promotes bock beer is the Shiner Bock bottle cap on one side of the 
coaster.   
 

   
 

 



The next two Shiner Bock coasters are nearly identical.  The only difference between them is that 
one has a Shiner Bock bottle and the other has a Shiner Bock bottle cap incorporated into the 
design.  Both coasters have printing on both sides and the back side of each has the exact same 
design.   These coasters are identified as TX-SPO-30 (bock bottle version) and TX-SPO-30A (bock 
bottle cap version).  These coasters were used to promote the October, 2004 Bocktoberfest Music 
Junket in Austin, TX. 
 

     
 

 
 

 
There is another similarly designed bock coaster for the Bocktoberfest Music Junket in 2005. 
 
Until next time…I have material for one more bock coaster article at this time.  If you would like me 
to feature some of your bock coasters, let me know and I’ll make it happen. 



 

 

Greetings fellow Bocksters. Hope your new year has started a 
happy and healthy one. Good health is so important, and it 
makes everything else in life possible. I say good health, as I 
have sad news to report. As many of you already know, the 
Merry Bocksters lost a long time member in Lea Colvin MB#92 
late last month. Lea was such a happy person and never had a 
bad word to say about anything. His sense of humor and 
boisterous laugh made him liked by one and all. Lea was 
president of the BCCA in 2004-2005, and served as an active 
board of director and committee member for several years and 
was one of the founding members of the Circle City Chapter in 
Indianapolis during the 90’s. He was also a key planner for the 
Indianapolis CANvention in 1996. 

Lea always had a big grin, and a hearty laugh. You could always 
tell when Lea was near. He was particularly fond of bock pieces. 
Indiana bock pieces are not as common as other states, and Lea 
had a passion for fine rare Indiana bock pieces, including many 
brown bag bock advertisement pieces. A super guy who will 
sadly be missed and always remembered. 

Mike Pope MB#107 

Lea Colvin, MB # 92 , RIP 



 
 
 
 
 
So when I got back into collecting around 
2001 I just bought any cans, mostly $15-
$50. No rust but grade 1- and above.  I 
thought about collecting bock cans but that 
passed.  When I moved from Montana to SC I 
really started collecting Pacific NW cans and 
Colorado cans.  So I sold off most of my low 
end cans to concentrate on PNW cans.  So 
here are the bock cans I have.  I also have the 
Tivoli Bock pull didn't want to reach up on the 
top shelf to get it down.  The Krueger Bock is 
the one I won at the last B@G show.  I bought 
around $180 of tickets.  I was down by my 
table buying the Black Golden Age cone and 
was not aware the drawing was going on and 
then Jim yells for me to get up there because I 
won.  I asked, “What did I win?” “The 
Krueger Bock!” he says.  I was like, “No way! 
I never win poop”. But I was WRONG! 
  
Thanks, 
Dave L, MB# 161 
 
SOUNDS LIKE A STRONG 
ENDORSEMENT FOR GETTING SOME 
RAFFLE TICKETS,HUH? 

The Bocks of Dave Larrazolo 

mailto:B@G�


Bock In the  
By Steve Armstrong 

 
 
Happy New Year everybody.  I hope Santa was good to you and you added something new to your 
collection.  This is a good time of year to sit by the wood stove and keep the snow and cold on the other side 
of the window…makes for a nice scene however. 
 
Bock labels from “that little brewery in Shiner, Texas” are featured in this first go-round of 2011.  Bock 
coasters from Shiner have been featured in several previous Coasting with Goats articles but this is the first 
time for Shiner Bock labels to be the focus for the Bock in the USA column.  
 
According to American Breweries, II, this brewery opened for business in 1909 under the name of Shiner 
Brewing Association located at Boggy Creek and the railroad.  Other names used during pre prohibition 
times included the Home Brewing Co. (1913-1915) and Betzold & Spoetzl (1915-1918).  After prohibition, 
the brewery used mainly the Spoetzl name (Spoetzl Brewery & Ice Factory 1933-1934; Spoetzl Brewery 
1934-1966; and Spoetzl Brewery, Inc. 1966-present). 
 
All of the Shiner Bock labels in this column are of relatively recent origin (1966 to the present).  There are 
variations to most of these labels, however, I’m only going to show the six major designs I have available to 
me at this time.   
 
The first label is mostly white and red with a navy blue border.  This label features an older style goat, seen 
in labels from the 1930s -1950s in the top left corner, one that does not appear on the other Shiner Bock 
labels.  The 12 oz label is about 3 ½” x 2 ¼” in size and has a somewhat die cut neck label. 
 

 
 
 
 The mostly gold and red labels do not have a goat 
figure present within their design.  Rather, these 
designs resemble a mustache.  The label pictured here 
is 4” x 3” in size.  A smaller version of the same 
design also exists and is about 3 ½” x 2 ¼” in size.  
These labels seem to date from the early/mid 1970s as 
there are several Shiner Beer cans of the same design 
dated to this time period and are pictured in the Beer 
Can Collectors Bible.  
 



 
 
The yellow-orange colored bock labels pre date the 
Government Warning labels that appeared on more 
recent label designs.  According to Bob Kay’s beer 
label website 
(http://home.comcast.net/~beerlabel/index.htm), 
zip codes began appearing on labels ca. 1965 and 
the government warning information was required 
on labels beginning in 1989.  The label below is 4” 
x 3” and this shape has been used for several 
different bock label designs.  Another 12 oz label 
of the same shape/design is smaller, about 3 ½” x 
2 ¼” in size.  This style of goat in the center of the 
label continued to be used on more recent label 

designs.  However, some of its details are simplified in more recently issued labels. 
 

 
 
The next phase of Shiner Bock labels continued to 
be of the same label shape and overall design, 
however, the red banner has moved to the bottom 
center below the goat.  The government warning 
statement and the UPC bar code has been added to 
the sides of the design.   

Another major design change to these labels is that 
BOCK is now moved above the goat and BEER has 
been added below the goat.  The label below is 
about 4” x 3 ½” in size.  Another 12 oz label of the 
exact same design is smaller, about 4” x 3” in size.  
If you collect really minor variations, you’ll also 
want to know that the label below also comes in a 
version with the 12 FL. OZ. below the right end of 
the red banner which replaces the TM (trademark).     
 
 
 

http://home.comcast.net/~beerlabel/index.htm�


The neck labels associated with this main body label continue to have the same general shape as previous 
neck labels.  Now, only text is present on them where as previously there was a goat head, or hops and barley 
strands shown.   
 

 
More recently, Shiner has gone to putting 
three labels on their bock bottles, the main 
body label, a neck label, and then a square 
label on the back side (pictured with the last 
label for this issue).  The main body labels are 
of similar design and continue with the same 
shape.  The long, rectangular neck labels are 
now curved to fit all the way around the neck 
of the bottle.  The label below is about 4” x 3” 
in size.  Another label of the same design, for 
a 1 pint 8 fl oz (24 oz) bottle, is about 4 5/8” x 
4 ¼” in size.  The neck label and square back 
label are also larger.  The government 
warning, bar code, and trivia about the 
Spoetzl Brewery appear on the square back 
label. 
 
The last label design has a major change…it is 
now a straight edged rectangular shape.  The 
three labels remain.  However, the image of 
the goat is now much larger and almost 
resembles a photograph or a drawing and is 

prominently featured across the label.  This label is 4” x 3” in size while the back label is 2 ½” x 2 ¾” in 
size.  One other newly added design feature is the thin white line in the word Shiner on both the main body 
and neck label.  Previously, the white line was placed near the edge of the letters of Shiner and Bock. 

 
Does anybody 
have any older 
Shiner Bock 
labels they 
would like to 
share with the 
group?  If so, 
I’d like to 
feature them in 
a future Bock in 
the USA 
column.  Until 
next time, think 
spring and with 
that, the 
coming of your 
favorite bock 
beer     



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
TO FINISH OFF this 

Issue, it only seems 
appropriate that we should 
feature a Goatmate from the 
ads of Shiner Bock. This 
lady has obviously been on 
the dusty trail for a while, 
and no doubt has worked up 
a powerful thirst that only a 
Shiner Bock could satisfy. 

 
BUT, YOU’VE GOT TO 

WONDER where her 
concealed weapon is! I have 
an idea, but I don’t want to 
spoil it for you!  

 
You can have your 
Goatmate grace this page.  
Please send your personal 
vision of BOCK Beer 
loveliness in to the 
GOATZETTE Editor. 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
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